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“DELIVERY OF STRATEGIC WINNERS TO
IMPROVE COLLABORATION, CREATE
COST SAVINGS, ELIMINATE MUNDANE
TASKS SO STAFF CAN FOCUS ON CORE
BUSINESS ARE CRITICAL TO THE
TRANSFORMATION OF THE INDUSTRY”

AND THE LEGAL SECTOR

Like many other industries, the legal sector is prepared to
experience a lot of digital transformation during and after
the Covid-19 pandemic compelling organisations to adopt
remote working and new technologies at an accelerated
pace. Since the outbreak remote working has become the
norm and the future of work is more likely to be a hybrid of
office and homeworking. With all the changes comes the
requirement of technology adoption and transformation to
enable effective collaboration between people, processes
and technology across multiple locations whether that be
home or in the office.

Digital transformation in the legal industry means
digitising every aspect of the legal experience, including
case management, service delivery, workflow, back office
processes, team collaboration and client engagement.
Thinking and delivering strategic winners to improve
collaboration, create cost savings, eliminate mundane
tasks so staff can focus on core business are critical to the
transformation of the industry. The how to is easier to think
about once you start to break through the vast choice of
technologies available and select tools like document
automation, cloud IT, mobile, data analytics, and AI that
can confidently meet challenging business objectives.
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IS YOUR LAW FIRM FACING INCREASING VOLUMES
OF WORK IN A MORE CHALLENGING BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT?
Law firms generate up to 60% more documents than
similar-sized companies in other industries, and nearly all
law firms maintain hardcopy files of relevant case
paperwork. Maintaining the integrity of information and
preventing unauthorised access to content are two critical
security issues. Ensuring compliance with legal
regulations, professional standards and corporate
governance requirements is another high-priority concern.
With law firms and courts faced by an ever-growing
volume of work, efficient document management, secure
communications and assured compliance are businesscritical matters – particularly as your business environment
is getting more competitive. At Konica Minolta we believe
that new ways of working can make your law firm futureproof and allow you to concentrate on what you do best:
providing the best possible legal advice and winning cases.
The speed, flexibility, security and compliance demands on
you, your partners and your assistants are most definitely
growing – and will continue to do so in future. So to provide
your firm with innovative tools to master these challenges,
we have developed a wide range of flexible solutions that
will improve your work processes and cut cost, improve
and manage your workflow and document automation.
Law firms with heavy workloads or multiple offices often
find it difficult to improve document workflows. So we
analysed the main business processes in legal firms and
developed document management solutions that fulfil
objectives such as:
-----

Improving efficiency
Increasing data security
Compliance during all document processes
Cost savings

EFFICIENCY

SECURITY

FLEXIBLE SOLUTIONS
Our solutions capture incoming information in various
formats (hardcopy or electronic files) and integrate it into
common business processes. Incoming invoices, contracts
or client documents are converted into a variety of formats
(if necessary searchable files) and automatically sent to the
right workflow or archived. Regarding case documents,
these solutions will save you time by enabling you to locate
information in a matter of seconds via text or
alphanumerical pattern search.
Our powerful tool to control your firm’s scanning and
printing volume will also help cut your costs. For example,
you can monitor costs per department, user or case and
bill them accordingly. And you can monitor use of your
printer fleet, e.g. by defining who is allowed to print in
colour or stipulating that only efficient systems be used for
big print jobs.
All these documents will be available on your mobile
device and you can print them on any networked,
multifunctional printer at any time – whichever office the
machine is located in. Ultimately, our solutions will help
automate the distribution of documents to other parties
in a secure and compliant way and will open up new paths
in communications with colleagues, clients and courts.

COMPLIANCE

COST SAVING
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USEFUL BENEFITS
IMPROVED SECURITY:
-- Consistent availability of data for pledging,
argumentation or data export
-- Automated scanning and processing of documents
-- Minimal risk of working on obsolete document versions
-- Matter-centric document management
-- Established role-based data access rules and
controlled printing of sensitive information

INCREASED EFFICIENCY:
-- Less time spent converting, consolidating and
printing files
-- Faster processing of incoming
administrative documents
-- Fewer lost or wrongly filed data, worksheets and files
-- Less time spent searching for data and
retrieving information
-- Faster submission of documents to courts
-- Improved print cost control and assignment
to case for billing
-- Comprehensive audit trails
-- Document consistency

“IMPLEMENTATION OF
TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS CAN
MAKE DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT
MORE EFFICIENT, DATA MORE
SECURE AND DOCUMENT
HANDLING MORE SIMPLE”

SIMPLE STEPS TO ENHANCED EFFICIENCY
AND DATA SECURITY
Multifunctional document systems are a central hub in
your daily work, as in every office. But as most of your
communication is done via traditional post channels,
managing paper-based documents is bound to take up a
lot of your time. Besides, working with a multifunctional
system that cannot be adapted to your daily work routines
is not just inefficient but also wastes time you could
otherwise spend on your clients. Implementation of
technology solutions can make document management
more efficient, data more secure and document handling
more simple.

52.3%
FASTER CONTRACT
DEVELOPMENT
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MANAGING YOUR DOCUMENT NEEDS
-- Security in the information and documents your
clients entrust you with
-- Compliance with legal regulations, professional
standards and corporate governance rules
-- Productivity in the deployment of resources
-- Efficiency in your document workflows to cut costs
and improve revenue streams

31.8%
IMPROVED COMPLIANCE
WITH REGULATIONS

At Konica Minolta we have the expertise and experience in
document management systems and IT services to
introduce new ways of working that will meet your current
and future needs, improve your document management
and make your workflows more efficient.

KONICA MINOLTA – ABOUT US
Since no two organisations are alike, we specialise in
providing customised document management solutions.
The law firms we serve appreciate our legal know-how,
innovative and thorough working methods, and cuttingedge technology.
The solutions we offer bring you significant benefits
through the automation of document workflows. Just how
law firms have profited from automated processes is
shown by research findings from Infotrends, a leading
market research company:
– Faster contract development (52.3%)
– More efficient client communications (47.7%)
– Faster discovery process (43.2%)
– More efficient communications between law firms (34.1%)
– Improved compliance with regulations (31.8%)
– More efficient court communications (31.8%)
– Improved privacy and integrity of information (27.3%)

27.3%

IMPROVED PRIVACY AND
INTEGRITY OF INFORMATION
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“THE LAW FIRMS WE SERVE
APPRECIATE OUR LEGAL
KNOW-HOW, INNOVATIVE AND
THOROUGH WORKING METHODS,
AND CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY”

LET‘S TALK

LET‘S TALK

Get in touch and talk to one of experts today
email us at:
0800 833 864
business@konicaminolta.co.uk
www.konicaminolta.co.uk/legal-industry
Konica Minolta Business Solutions UK Ltd,
Miles Gray Road, Basildon SS14 3AR

